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Acid-Based
Tile & Grout Cleaner is a blend of a mineral acid,  
detergents and water conditioning agents designed to 
remove alkaline scale and deposits on hard surfaces such as 
stone floors and other mineral based surfaces. Tile & Grout 
Cleaner is an acid based product that should always tested 
on surface to be cleaned first to ensure no damage can occur.

CONCENTRATED 
One gallon of concentrate makes over 20 gallons of RTU.

SPECIALLY FORMULATED
Designed specifically for stone and other mineral- 
based surfaces.

TILE & GROUT
CLEANER



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
pH (concentrate)  ............................................... 0 - 1
Appearance ........................................................Clear
Fragrance ..............................................................Mint
Freezing Point ....................................... About 320F
Solubility in Water ...................................Complete
Flash Point ......................................None to Boiling

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
9331 ............................................................4/1 Gallon

Use caution when cleaning because floor may
become slippery as a result of grease and oil
residue. Remove all food equipment from area.
Always test in an inconspicuous area first to
insure no surface damage can occur. Do not
allow product to come in contact with nylon
carpet or polished marble. 

DAILY CLEANING
1. DILUTE 6 oz. per gallon of water (1:20 ratio).
2. Using a mop, apply product directly from mop
    bucket. Do not wring out the mop.
3. Spread evenly over the entire floor using an
    aggressive deck brush.
4. ALLOW to remain on surface for 5 minutes.
5. PICK UP residue with a clean mop or a
    wet/dry vacuum.
6. RINSE thoroughly with clean water and dry with  
    a clean mop.

HEAVY DUTY CLEANING
1. DILUTE 32 oz. per gallon of water (1:4 ratio).
2. Using a mop, apply product directly from mop
    bucket. Do not wring out the mop.
3. Allow to remain on surface for 10 minutes.
4. SCRUB floor thoroughly with an aggressive
    deck brush or a 175 rpm floor machine equipped  
    with an aggressive brush.
5. REMOVE residue with a floor squeegee.
6. RINSE thoroughly with clean water and dry with  
    a clean mop.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

INGREDIENT CAS#

WATER 7732-18-5

HYDROCHLORIC ACID 7647-01-0

METHYL SALICYATE 119-36-8

GLYCOL ETHERS Proprietary  
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